
Amazon Web Services (AWS) features 
and benefits leveraged by the InsurCloud

Amazon EC2 services These allow right-sizing of the configuration of virtual machines for maximum cost 
efficiencies. There is also the ability to react to customer load, ultimately leading to an improved customer 
experience.

PaaS offerings such as AWS Relational Database This reduces operational overhead and provides ease 
through simple UI configuration and data provisioning, in addition to reducing overall database cost.

Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) This provides an affordable, multi-purpose means of storing data in the 
cloud, in addition to the simplicity of setup and maintenance.

Pipeline features such as code commit, code build, code 
deploy These critical features accelerate our software 
development process ahead of the target state pipeline being 
ready.

Virtual Private Clusters (VPCs) and account management 
setup There is improved security through the use of security 
groups, network access control lists, and flow logs.

Cloud formation and infrastructure as code This allows for 
quick and predictable service recovery as well as 
standardization of infrastructure components used, enabling 
configuration compliance and faster troubleshooting.

Amazon API Gateway This helps manage traffic through 
throttling, and improves the performance of the APIs through 
caching.
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